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n addition to Associated Stu
dents Inc. presidential elec
tions, students will vote on
Board o f Directors candidates on
Wednesday and Thursday.
Each college has several repre
sentatives on the board that repre
sent the college’s interests within
ASI. Students only vote for rep
resentatives from their own col
lege. Elections are through each
student’s My Cal Poly portal and
electronic polls are open from 7
a.m Wednesday to 7 p.m. Thurs
day.
The following directory offers a
brief description o f each candidate
and his or her qualifications.

w w w .m ustangdaily.net

ASI Board of Directors
Candidates
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College of Business

College of Liberal Arts

Joe Jurkovich
business administration junior

Tricia Rosas
music sophomore

Jurkovich decided to run for the position
after talking to current board members.
“ I’m personable and driven,’’Jurkovich said.
“I really enjoy getting things done.’’
As a board member.Jurkovicb said his main
priority would be to give back to C'.al Poly m
his last year and making the day to day easier
for all of the students in the CiCX')!!.
Megan Cleary
business Junior

edeary has been on the executive board for
the American Marking Association chapter
at C'al Poly for two years and a member for
three. She also holds a junior executive posi
tion for her sorority. Alpha Chi Omega. Last
year Cdeary was also involved with a direct
study abroad exchange through OC'OB and
co-represented Cal Poly in France.
edeary’s biggest priority would be being
able to make all planning and decision mak
ing transparent to the student body of the
OCC3H.
“I think the most important thing is to be
communicative to ASI from the students and
to the students from ASI,’’ Cleary said.
Nicole Varvitslotes
business freshman
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Having been active in student government
ill high school as well as a head coach for her
swim team.Varvitsiotes wants to dive into ASI
in her second year at Cal Poly.
Varvitsiotes’ main priority next year will be
to research how to get .students the most out
of Cal Poly in the best amount of time, which
entails getting students the classes they need
to graduate on time by helping to oversee the
distribution of possible money from Clollego

Uased Fees.
‘T in balanced.” she said,“ I'm willing to lis
ten and act accordingly.”
Jamie Callahan
international business Junior

C'allahan is currently the secretary for the
business council and the vice president of
membership for AMA at Cdil Poly. She is also
already been apart of ASI and worked for the
Recreation ('enter on campus.
She would like to focus efforts on improv
ing degree progress for students. (Tilahan
would like to make counseling more available
to students as well as help them explore ditl'erent minor opportunities.
Another main focus of her’s would be to
make the study abroad program more acces
sible to students through the O i'O H .
Jesse Schwartz
business junior

Schwart? is currently on the board of direc
tors. He has also served as the Treasurer, Fund
raising (Tairniati, Historian and Fall Collec
tion Ambassador for Delta Chi. He has recently
been appointed as the director of finances for
the Annual International Career Conference
and is a member of the AMA.
He aims to be an active listener and make
the communication process between student
and board smoother next year. Schwartz would
like to institute a monthly newsletter to his
college in order to be as transparent as possible
to the students of the OCOB.
“I encourage students to come up and talk
to me about anything,” he said.
Could not be reached:
Jessica Cooper
business sophomore

Rosas loves being involved.“ ! feel pas
sionate about this school and my m.ijor,”
she said. Last year she was on the Trinity
Hall C7nmcil as the events and program
coordinator. This year she is involved m
student government as president of the
CTA ambassadors, as a member of the
student philanthropy council and as a
member of (4 iF committee in the music
department. “ I definitely see improve
ments we can make and I am more than
willing to work hard to change them.”
Danielle Tucker
social sciences Junior

Tucker was a part o f her high school
government for four years including as
Associated Student Body treasurer. “ I
want to represent the students of the
CLA and improve Cal Poly during my
last year.”
Tucker feels the need to improve clar
ity and communication within board o f
directors. “I’m not afraid to voice opin
ions and approach topics that some may
not want to,” she said.
Journalism Junior
Jayne Scuncio

Scuncio was formerly president of
the Tenaya Hall Council and secretary
for her sorority Alpha Chi Omega. “ 1
love Cal Poly and I want to help anyway
1 can,” Scuncio said. Her main priority is
to move the CLA towards sustainability
by primarily going paperless.
She also wants students to be com

fortable enough to approach her. “ I’m
a good leader and (I’ll be) the voice td'
whatever they need.”
Lauren Babek
English Junior

Babek is passionate about her school
and wants to be a liaison between the
students and their government. Former
ly a Week of Welcome leader, Babek is
currently a Poly Rep, a college o f liberal
arts ambassador and vice president of the
C'al Poly English club.
Her platform includes making the
(T A more visible. “ Being a polytechnic
university I feel that often times liberal
arts is underscored whereas it’s one of
the biggest colleges on campus.” Babek
believes that it’s important for students
to have a voice especially with the CBFs
still being in question.
Joe Ciesinski
communications senior

Ciesinski is running for board of di
rectors in hopes of putting his previ
ous experience at Cal Poly to a greater
role. Last year he was president of the
communication studies club. This year
he is currently the CLA representative
and vice-chair on the University Union
Advisory Board. His main priority is to
be an outlet for all students “I want to
bring more visibility to our college and I
also want to be seen as a resource for any
student out there ... and represent our
college in a whole new way.”
see Boari! of Directors, page 2
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College of Science & Math College of Architecture and
Environmental Design

Jessica Patton
education senior

I’atton IS cum-ntly tm tlic CL A board ot
directors, llocausc the education program is
moving to tlie college ot science and math
ematics, I’atton is running tor the position
under her new college tor next year. She is
working toward her teaching credential and
has been involved with greek life on campus
as well as student life and leadership. I’atton
co-founded the C'al I’oly Women s C'ouncil.
I’atton IS currently working with the
Cl A and CX^SAM deans to make the tran
sition a smooth one. I’atton said she wants
to look into lowering textbook prices and
making the student outreach program more
effective.
Russell Noe
kinesiology junior

Noe IS currently the Social Cdiair for the
Helta (dii fraternity. There are SO Delta
Cdii members," Noe said, ‘T in trained to
decide what is good for a large group of
people.”
Noe said that his mam priority would be
to focus on the allocation of the (XlFs.Cdass
availability and the professor tt> student ratio
are other concerns.
Noe said he would be good at listening
to students and communicating their needs
to administration and the rest of AST
Katie Berger
biological science junior

Merger has been involved with I’oly Keps
since she was a freshman and is also the vice
president of her sorority.
Merger says that as a board member it
would be up to her to maintain the "up and
coming” reputation of the CX)SAM. She
wants to be a strong advocate for the stu
dent body.
“I have no problem standing up to ad
ministration and asking them to come
down and really explain everything to the
students," Merger said.

Merger said she is ready be a voice fisr the
students of the CX)SAM.
Solomon Reda
industrial technology sophomore

James Choi
construction management junior

Solomon Reda has been active m vari
ous clubs on campus including being a part
of Week of Welcome training. As a mem
ber of the board of directors, Reda hopes
to be able to make life simpler for students
ranging from more class availability to bet
ter wireless internet on campus during peak
times like finals.
"I love to problem solve and make life
easier h)r everyone,” Reda said.
Reda hopes to make the board of direc
tors a more accessible entity to students and
allow them to be more involved. He aims
to make ne.xt year unique by taking on new
projects and improving student life as a re
sult.

Cdioi has been involved in many clubs in
cluding his position as group coordinator and
vice-president of Asian American Christian
Fellowship C'lub on campus.
(dioi wants to see improved communica
tion between the government and the student
body. “(I) want to bridge that gap between the
student government and fellow students,”he
said. “Something that’s really important for me
is having good relations with fellow peers and
students and being able to use that in trying to
make the best decisions for our college.”
Chris DeFlaan
construction management junior

Dellaan has been a part of numerous clubs
on campus including president of the Ckil I’oly
national association of Home Muilders where
he led the team to a third place finish in in
ternational builders exposition this past January
in Las Vegas. DeFlaan thinks that his numer
ous ventures into different clubs involving the
C'AED gives him an advantage of interconnec
tivity that other candidates don’t have. “I want
to use my last year to give back and represent
the college that I am a part of.” DeFlaim’s pri
mary goal is to improve financial accountability
within the college.

Nick Dindio
biochemistry and microbioiogy junior

Dindio says he is a naturaj leader whose
main focus as a member of the board of di
rectors would be t<i focus on the allocation
of possible CdiF money and make sure that
class availability is a priority to the college.
“I want students to know I’m serious,”
Dindio said. “When I commit to something
1 make it my priority and get it done.”
Dindio hopes to make up for the last
two years he has spent at CXiesta by being a
voice for the student body at Ckil I’oly tt) the
board, college and ASI in general.

Tyler Hartrich
city and regional planning senior

Hartrich is currently on the e.xecutive cabi
net for the associated students as the sustain
ability officer. Also vice-president of the Em
power I’oly (Aialition; Hartrich wants to focus
his efforts to make the campus more green. He
IS presently trying to secure green initiative
funds for his college. “That’s really applicable
to students in architecture just because there’s a
lot of sustainability projects that can come out
of there.”

Joshua Lazarus
kinesiology senior

Lazarus is up for re-election to the board
of director for next year. I hs main focus will
be to improve upon the student-board re
lationship.
Lazarus hopes to work towards ensuring
that each student gets all they can out of
their college experience.

Justin Leveque
city and regional planning junior

College of Engineering
Spencer Chin
mechanical engineering sophomore

Kaitlin Spak
mechanical engineering senior

(dim wants to represent the C'al I’oly stu
dent body .ind be involved in making deci
sions to impact students. 1le s.iys he is not
atraid to voice his opinions and will make
sure that students’ needs and concerns are
heard and addressed by the sihool. Due to
the recent budget cuts, he thinks the main
priority is making sure that student fees are
used effectively. If the fee increase passes, he
wants’to make sure that extra money is put
t»> good use.

Spak IS currently serving on the ASI
Hoard of Directors. I ler priorities as a board
member are making sure students under
stand what’s going on and voting“no” when
proposals don't favor the students.

Robert Welsh
biomedical engineering sophomore

Welsh, .IS the current president of'Len.iya
I lall, s.iys he will be willing to speak out
against the administration using possible
('MFs for anything besides student educa
tion. His main prioritic*s .is a board member
would be to increase awareness of activities
.mil events for engineers and vote to keep
class sizes down and the quality of our edu
cation high.
Cammie Schlemer
industrial engineering senior

Schlemer is on the F.xecutive Hoard of
the (]KN(i Ambassadors and h.is been a
member of the organization for two years.
She IS the current chair of the IMF. depart
ment student fee committee and has been a
member for three years. I ler main priorities
as a board member will be interacting with
members of administration to reach te.\sible
solutions, with transparency and durability,
and to be aware of the challenges the college
is ficing and be a luisón between the stu
dents ,ind administration and to strengthen
the college and university.

Leveque is currently a board member on the
Empower I'oly Coalition and wants to focus
some of his efforts to make Ckil I’oly a more
sustainable campus. Leveque thinks his expe
rience on the Empower I’oly C^ialition will
translate into being an effective director in the
('AED. “Meing the connection between stu
dents, administrators and staff (I) will try and

Foley w.is elected to the Kern ('luinty
I eadership I’nigram and has helped organize
the last seseral (kil I’oly Flash Mobs. I le s,iys
he is responsible and eager to learn and will
always keep a level head in sta*ssful situations
and will not be vitisfied until he has found
the strongest and most innovative solution
to a pmbleni. Foley claims he can solve a
Rubik’s cube in less than 30 seconds.

Kelsey Rugani
agricultural science sophomore

RIlgam IS currently a board member for
ASI and served as the Mylaws and I’olicy R e
view (i^)ininittee ('hair. She is also a member
o f Alpha Zeta.
Rugani wants to improve the relationship
between students and the board and educate
students on how they can get involved. She
thinks her experience makes her a good can
didate.
“ I have a strong passion for serving the
students and contributing to the success of
ASI. With a full year of knowledge under my
belt, I understand how the Corporation op
erates and how we can reach out to the stu
dents even more,” she said.

Garrett Offerman,
biomedical engineering sophomore

Offerman says he enjoys taking on lead
ership positions and uiulerstands organiza
tion is key, an aspect he has applied since
freshman year. Over the past quarter, he has
been employed in addition to school, which
he says has taught him to budget his time
wisely. “I want every engineer to be able to
voice their opinions and want to represent
the engineering student body,” he said.

Tanner Bennett
Lindsey Davison
Stephen Grider
Stephen Murphy
Stephen Snitowsky
Matt Teresi
Sean Walker

Lindsey Newman
architecture sophomore

Newman thinks that despite being the
youngest candidate, she will be able to best serve
on the board of directors while understanding
student’s concerns. “The decision 1 would be
making would directly influence me as a sec
ond year student ... instead of being a fourth
year student and graduating. I would be more
interested and involved in decisions.” Newman
wants to improve the visibility of her college
as well as the rest of the colleges at Ckil I’oly.
“1 want to increase the schools all throughout
(kil I’oly so that people everywhere are hearing
about other people ... so they know about the
great things that everybody is doing.”
Donald Nielsen
city and regional planning junior

Nielsen thinks his communication skills
will help push his idea of making the student
government stable and more transparent. “My
main priority would be to ensure our financial
and economic stability ... but I’m really here to
represent the students.” Nielsen, who has been
on the dean’s list every quarter since he trans
ferred here, is vice president of the on campus
club Associated Students in I’lanning, which is
for city and regional planning students.
Ryan Santillan
city and regional planning junior

Santillan is also a part of Associated Students
in I’lanning and currently serves as an officer. A
self-characterized hard worker, Santillan wants
to serve as a direct link for students to access
their government. Santillan wants to prioritize
college funding and student representation.
“C\)iisidering the current state of the economy
it’s pretty self-evident why (funding) is an im
portant issue especially for the college of archi
tecture.” Santillian stresses that if the CMEs do
get approved he would work with the board
of directors and the student council to make
sure that the administration stays accountable
for the money.

College of Agriculture, Food
and Environmental Sciences

Marcus Foley
biomedical engineering senior

Could not be reached:

promote the stuff students want.” Leveque also
wants to open up the communication between
the student government and students by start
ing up a blog as a new forum for direct com
munication. “It’ll keep the students up to date
on ASI and connect a link so they can voice
their opinions to me.”

i

Wesley Carlson
agricultural business senior

Carlson has been very active during Ins
years on campus. Mesides his current position
on the ASI board of directors, (^irlson has
also served as student council treasurer, Ag
( ahiiu i I Rep tor Ag Ambassadors aiul will
serve as the Ag student council president.
“ I would like the Hoard to plav a larger

role as student advocates on issues affecting
the students,” he said. He also wants to see a
committee for student advocacy formed to
benefit students m issues o f registration, fees
and class availabibty.
Kody Kester
agricultural business sophomore

Kester is currently ('AFES council repre
sentative for the Agriculture Ambassadors as
well as an officer for the local Young Cattle
m en’s Club and a state officer on its com
mittee. His main priority as board member
would be to improve Cal I’oly for all stu
dents.
Benjamin Scott
agriculural communications sophomore

Scott was class president and a member of
student government in high school for three
years. He says he is willing to listen to all
stud< nts and accept new ideas in order to im
prove campus.
‘T in not shy and will not be easily swayed
but at the same time I don’t know everything
and I’ll be readv to learn,” he said.
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Briefs

WORD ON THE STREET

State

National

International

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Lori
Drew, a Missouri mother involved
in a MySpace hoax on a 13-year-old
neighbor girl w'ho committed sui
cide, should be given probation and
fined $5,(K)() .ifter being convicted
of three misdemeanor counts, court
documents state.
Drews attorney Dean Steward
said in court documents filed Sun
day that probation officials recom
mended Drew be placed on oneyear probation.
1)rew could face up to three
years in prison and a $300,000 fine
after being convicted in November
of three misdemeanor counts of ac
cessing computers without authori
zation.
Steward has asked U.S. District
Court Judge Cieorge Wu to thmw
out the conviction.
• • •
MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif.
(AP) — A commuter train travel
ing through Mountain View hit and
killed a woman who was trespassing
on the tracks.
C'altraiii spokeswoman C'hristine
Dunn said the unidentified wom
an was struck less than a half-mile
north of the San Antonio station by
a southbound train at about 11:30
a.111. Moiidiy. Authorities said she
was sitting on the tracks and the in
cident — the first C'altraiii tatality
this year — was an apparent suicide.
Service was dekiyed in both di
rections following the accident.

WARWICK, R.I. (AP) — A
medical student jailed in Boston on
suspicion of killing a masseuse he
met on Oaigslist was charged Mon
day in an arrest warrant with pull
ing a gun on a stripper in a Rhode
Island hotel.
The warrant accuses Bhilip
Markoff of assault and weapons vio
lations. Authorities had previously
said Markoff was the suspect in the
April 16 Ribbery attempt at a Holi
day Inn Express in Warwick.
A Las Vegas stripper who of
fered lap ciances told Rhode Island
authorities that she was bound with
cord and held at gunpoint by a man
she met through the Oaigslist classi
fied advertising Web site.
• • •
DILLON, S.C. (AP) ^ S tu 
dents who had grown resigned to
old. “nasty” furnishings at their di
lapidated middle school in rural
South C'amlina were elated Monday
to find new fiirniture and a freshly
painted cafeteria, thanks to a stu
dents plea, a presidents speech and
a businessman’s response.
“1 was amazed.They changed the
whole thing.” said j.V. Martin junior
High eighth-grader Jessica Manning,
13.“It let me know somebody cares
about us.”
In his first .iddress to C'onga*ss last
February, President Barack (fbama
read a letter from eighth-grader
Ty’Sheoma Bethea asking for help
rephicing her run-down school.

KABUL (AP) — President
Hamid Karzai chose a powerful
warlord accused of rights abuses
as one of his vice presidential run
ning mates on Monday, hours before
leaving for meetings in Washington
with President Barack C')bania and
Pakistan’s president. The selection
of Mohammad Qasim Fahim, a top
commander in the militant group
Jamiat-e-Islanii during Afghanistan’s
1990s civil war, drew immediate
criticism from human rights gmiips.
A 2003 Human Rights Watch re
port, “Blood-Stained Hands,” found
“credible and consistent evidence of
widespread and systematic human
rights abuses and violations of in
ternational humanitarian law” were
committed by Jamiat commanders,
including Fahim.
• • •
BAGHDAD (AP) — Iraq’s
government Monday ruled out al
lowing U.S. combat troops to re
main in Iraqi cities after the June 30
deadline for their withdrawal, de
spite concern that Iraqi forces can
not cope with the security challenge
following a resurgence of bombings
in recent weeks.
Asking U.S. forces to stay in the
cities, including volatile Mosul in the
north, would be embarrassing for
Iraq’s prime minister, who has staked
his political future on claims that
the country has turned the corner
in the war against Sunni and Shiite
extremists.

“What stories or issues
do you wish were covered
more in the Mustang Daiiy?”
"I think more profiles on cool
teachers and staff. Even
more on athletes, something
like that."
-Tyson Bodkin,

journalism Junior

"I’d like to know more about
what’s going on locally in
Santa Maria or in Pismo or
something so that students
can do other things outside
of Cal Poly.”
-Dana Weiner,
b/o/ogy' sophomore

"I’d like to see more pictures
of me ... I’ll probably keep
this p a p e r... you should,
too.”
-Matty Ishler,

kinesiology senior
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CALL FOR DISTINGUISHED

EDUCATOR AWARD NOMINATIONS
N o m in atio n Deadline: M a y 15, 2009
The Cal Poly chapter of the California Faculty Association
(CFA) is seeking nominations from students, faculty and staff
for the "Distinguished Educator Award." The award is given
to recognize faculty who are not yet tenured. Tenure track
faculty, librarians, coaches and counselors are ineligible for
many teaching awards the university presents, yet they deserve
recognition for their teaching, professional activities and service
to the university.
Criteria; teaching excellence, outstanding professional
development, and outstanding service.

To nominate someone send your nomination through campus
mail to
Dorothy Pippin
CFA Office
Building 38-141
or email to
dpippin@calpoly.edu
Award winners will recieve $500.00 and a plaque.These
awards will be presented at the CFA end of the year barbeque
to be held at Cuesta Park during finals week.

Please provide specific examples that support your nomination
and Include the name of the nominee and department as well as
your name and department and contact information.

Previous award winners are not eligible. The following
list of award winners is provided.
Mary Armstrong
Jon Beckett
Cynthia Crother
Vincente Del Rio

Dianne Deturris
Alesha Doan
Lorraine Donegan
Barbara Jackson

Barry Jones
Elsa Medina
Lynn Moody
Jaymie Noland

Tom Disanto
Jodi Jaques
Scott Patton
Dylan Retsek
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Afghan rights chief fears
vote fraud against women
Jason Straziuso
\SS(H I Ml I) I'KIAS

Bailors ot Afghan w o m en in
conservative distnets are Milnerable to fraud in August's presi
dential election, the countrv 's top
lunn.ni rights of'fici.il said Sunda\.
1 he n u n e n ie n ts ot WDiiien .ire
se\erel\ restricted b\ tradition
in consei \ .iti\ e parts of Atgh.nnstan. w here it is rare tor w om en
to travel outside their \ill.u;es or

even their family eom pounds.
riiere. male relatives often regis
ter the w im ien as vttters.
'■ Two Issues are ot co n ce rn tor
me. I nst is th.it the right of the
w om an to cast her vote will not
be given to her, and the second
Is th.it It's possible th.it there will
be serious fraud in the election by
this m ethod." Sima Samar, chairw im u n of the .Afghan Indepen-.
dent I lum.ni R ights C'ommission,
told a news eonferenee.
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Swine flu lowers pom p level
at college graduations
Melissa Trujillo
\SS(K I Ml I) l■KI ss

Mir.iiul.i Smith is ,in oiiK child
.ind .in honor student. So it w.is with
gre.it .intieip.ition th.it her mom. .unit
.iiid gr.indp.irenfs pl.inned tii dri\e tor
hours to her gr.idii.ition eeremom .it
t iseo liinior College in eentr.il le.x.is.
t )iily lum there will he no eereniony..Administr.itors e.ineeled it .ind
inste.ul w ill m.iil diplom.is bee.uise of'
t'e.irs over sw ine flu.
C\ises are increasingjust .is college
graduation season begins, and schools
are doing what they can to keep trav
elers from around the eoiintry and
beyond from spreading or eatt hing
the disease.

Some are making eontingeney
plans and digging up prep.iration protoetsls, while others are warning sick
people to stay Imme and eliminating
touchy traditions. A few have canceled
or postponed their most import.int
spring ewnt or even segregated grad
uates w'ho might liave swine Hu.
"Its a big deal, and now it’s not
going to happen,” said Smith, who
finished in C'isco’s pre-pharmacy
pn)grain.“l kiunv a lot of people are
really, n.*ally frustrated. It’s definitely
heartbreaking when everybody finds
out.”
Boston, home to dozens of colleges
and universities, began its commence
ment season Fruity with Northeastern
University, which decided to forgo tlie

la.lSK AMI.NDOI.A

a s s o c ia i

traditional congratulatory h.indshake
between deans and students.
Staff .ilso put sm.ill bottles of green
hand saniti?er beneath faculU' ch,iirs
and hid larger bottles behind greenery
on the stage.
Graduates t>f the school’s health
sciences program swabbed their hands
with the disinfectant after taking their
seats.
ediris Tran, a 23-year-old getting
his bachelor’s degree in engineering,
said nothing was going to stop him —
or his family — tfom celebrating.
” They’re going to be here no mat
ter wh.»t,” Tran said. “I’m tlie first in
my family to graduate. Sw ine Hu is the
last thing on their mind.”
Northeastern spokeswoman Re
nata Nyul noted that avoiding a hand

Jacob A lvarez- College of Liberal Arts
Jon McElroy-College of Engineering
Kelly Criggs-College of Liberal Arts

Board of Director Candidates

College of .Agriculture, F<M»d
and Environm ental .Sciences
Wes ('arlson
Kody Kester
Kelsey Rugani
Benjamin Scott
C ollege of Business
Jamie Callahan
Megan Cleary
Jessica C'tKiper
.loe Jurkovich
Nicole Var\ itsiotes
Solomon Reda
Jesse Schwartz
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College of U b eral Arts
Lauren Babck
Joe Cicsinski
Tricia Rosas
Jayne Seuneio
Danielle Tucker
College of Engineering
Tanner Bennett
Spencer Chin
Lindsey Da\ ison
Marcus Foley
Stephen (irider
Alyssa Mabing
Stephen Murphy
(iarrett OITerman
Cammie Schlemer
Matt Snitowsky
Kaitlin Spak
Matt Teresi
Sean Walker
Robert Welsh
College of Science and
M athem atics
Katie Berger
Nick Dindio
Josh L.azarus
Russell Noe
Jessica Patton

Fin d candidate statem ents, voter inform ation and m ore at
asi.ca lp o ly.e d u /ele ctio n s
Th« filing period for A SI tite tio n s hat ofTicially closad. If you a rt inttrastad in being
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shake is a simple w.iy to .ivoid one of
the most common methods of con
tracting the rill.
Tlie school didn’t consider can
celing commencement, which drew
1f),( MM) people.
“The best you can do is really just
take all the precautions you can and
remind people and lielp spread the
information,” Nyul said.
NorthcMstern also asked those with
rill-like symptoms to stay away — a
suggestion also made by Dr. Barbara
Ferrer, e.xecutive director of the city’s
Public Health C'ommission.
Ferrer also said schools slunild sug
gest that people with compromised
imimine systems also consider not at
tending commenceinent cea*inonies
in the coming weeks.

Presidential Candidates

College of A rchitecture and
Knvironm ental Design
James C'hoi
Chris Deliaan
Tyler Martrieh
Ju.slin LcVcque
Lindsey Newman
Donald Nielsen
Ryan Sanlillan
Monica Valdez
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Graduates use hand sanitizer at the start of Northeastern University’s
commencement ceremony in Boston.

Valencia
Great Amenities...
• Your own bedroom in 3-Badroom Unit*
• Each Bedroom is individualiy leased
• Fitness canter equipment and Heated Pool
• Computer Lab with FREE Internet Access
• Recreation Center/BiMiards/Ping Pong
• TV Lounge with 72“ Big Scree n and VCR
• Walk to Shopping Center and Restaurants
• On SLO City Bus Route
• Convenient Leasing Options
• Reduced Noise Hours after 10pm
• GPA Discount of 5% -10% for Superior Grades
• FuH-time Maintenance Oeparbnent
• 24 hour StafTing for Aner-Hours Assistance
• W a Accept Visa or MastcHxiard

•Newly renovated Rec Canter

Apply Nowand Recieve

$ 1 5 0 off

iST MONTHS RENT
WITH THIS COUPON

1 c m ip o n p ttf a p p itra n t
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Must b« tWBw Rf>plK:*nt C an n o t b « com btood wrth otbar otfor»

O n-site Tours W eekdays 9am -5pm
555 Ramona Orive, San Luis Obispo CA 93405
tal 805-543-1450 fax 806-543 1477
www.vaienciaapai1ments.oom

Townhouse
Apartment Living
For Students
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A r ts and E n te rta in m e n t Ed ito r: E m iiie E g g e r
A r ts and E n te rta in m e n t D e sig n e r: M liena Krayzbukh

‘Fall’ has fluid storytelling,
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Bisexual doesn’t equal slutty
I’m bisexual.There. I’ve come out
to you.That wasn’t so had, was it? But
it’s never that simple. The remainder
of this conversation will he about my
sex life, reg-ardless of whether or not
it is any of your business. I won’t he
able to help noticinji; the assumptions
you’ve made about me based on this
one personal detail I’ve shared with
you.Yes, I’m judging you too.
At first, you’re skeptical. 1 could
just be going through a crazy experi
mental phase during my college years.
M.iybe I don’t even know what I am,
and “bisexual” is ,ts close to accurate as
I’m going to get.
Maybe this is something I’ve been
struggling with for years and I’ve only
recently taken the intnispective jour
ney that led me to be comfortable
with my identity. ( )r maybe one liiy it
just clicked for me, and I realized gen
der was simply not a deciding factor
of attniction for me. You don’t know
either w,iy.You dtin’t ,isk.
In your defense, you’ve pmbably
only encountered what Urban Dictionarv' calls the barsexuals — girls
who make out with other girls in
public pKices for .ittention. It’s theTila
Tequilas and K.ity Perrys of the world
that have turned bisexuality into a fad.
Not for me though. I try to limit my
public displays of affection with men
and women alike, out of respect and
common courtesy for those who
wtnild have to watch. But you don't
know that.You don’t ask.
OK,perh.ips you can see me being
bi.With h.iir as short as mine. I’d have
to be a little bit gay, right? But you
don’t see what the big deal is. Can’t
I just focus on my attraction to men
and pa'tend I’m straight amund my
homophobic relatives aiul conserva
tive cl.issniati*s? If people h.id any sort
of control over w hom they fell for,
Konieo and Juliet wouki have dieil
4<K» years agti with its author and
Stephanie Meyer would be just an
other unknown housewife in Utah.
But when I came out to my family,
mayK' thi*\- weix' completely supportiw. Or maybe it was the List time I
spoke to them. You don’t know. You
don’t ask.

You’re doin’ it

wrong!
By Jenna Ray

-V‘
«
S’" .* .

You do ask me how many women
I’ve lilted and how many I’ve had sex
with. You are surprised by how low'
the number is and pmbably can name
at least one straight woman who has
had nioa* lesbian experiences than
me. You’ve confused bisexual with
slutty.
You do ask me if I’m allowed to
have a boyfriend and a girlfriend at

the same time. Ignoring how ridicu
lous the word “allow” is in this con
text for the moment, I mspond by
asking if you are allowed to have two
boyfriends or two girlfriends at the
same time. You’ve conftised bisexu.il
with polyaniomus.
You do make a comment, halfsec Bisexual, page 7

www.tsbirtguy.net

Amanda Kaufman
(SUNY-Pl AnSHURlitl)

CARDINAI POINIS

The majority of first-person
perspective stories aren’t done cor
rectly; they appear as a lazy way out
of taking time to develop a char
acter, instead using narrative as a
supposed method of becoming in
timate with a character’s thoughts
and feelings when the only thing
the reader truly becomes intimate
with IS the pointlessness of the
tale.
Silly detail is too often mistaken
for characterization in first person
narratives, adding only a useless
idea to distract fmiii a lack of writ
ing style.
Thankfully, Ckilin M.icAiLini’s
novel “Fall” is not like the ni.ijority
of first person perspective stories.
“Fair’pmvides a character’s head
.ictually worth getting into, someone
who can tell the story in an interest
ing and effective manner without
being so blatantly obvious he is the
one telling it.
Noel, son of an Australian diplo
mat, attends St. Ebury private school
in Ottawa, C'anaiLi, as a border stu
dent.
Fie rec.ills the prelude and climax
of the turning point in his life, his se
nior year in St. Ebur>’, when his ilangemus obsession with his roommate
and roommate’s girlfriend turns for
the worst.
What starts out as a coniing-ofage story of blossoming friendship
between the quiet, shy, Noel and
his popular roommate Julius quickly

FAi'i;

COLIN MCADÀM
C O U RTE.SY P H O T O

turns the ubles and sets the reader
for something darker and re.iler than
predicated.
While “Fall” only shows sliv
ers of talented writing, using prose
to show the reader something that
is commonly observed everyiiiy
but shown in a unique view, it is
certainly an example of good, solid
writing.
The words roll out engagingly, if
not playful and constantly changing
in style.
1 he sentences are like fine sand,
the tighter they are held onto, the
more they shift and slip through fin
gers. What conies next is unpredict
able. the tone always changing.
It IS realistic, dirkly so. and
see Fall, page 7
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1$ Anybody There?
Weekdays: 4:15, 7:00
Sat: 1:30,4:15,7:00,9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15, 7:00
Paris 36
Fri, Mon. & Thurs: 4:15,6:45
Sat: 1:30,4:15,6:45,9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15,6:45
Tues-Wed: 4:15
Sunshine Cleaning
Weekdays: 4:15, 7:00
Sat: 1:30,4:15,7:00,9:15
Sun: 1:30,4:15, 7KX)

^

General Admission: S7.S0 Matinee S5.00
Monday AM shows $5.00
myspace.com/
(80S)
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interesting characters

10% Discount on all
Cal Poly club
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‘Angels & Demons’ director Howard accuses Vatican
said.
Nevertheless he said he felt that
\SM K I M H ) I'Kt SS
he was able to preserve the overall
ROME (Al*) — Director Ron “Angels ¿k Demons” experience
1loward claimed Sunday that the despite the restrictions by recreat
Vatican interfered with efforts to ing scenes on sets. For the Sistine
get permits to shoot certain scenes Chapel alone, some 20 members of
of' his "Angels & Demons” reli the production crew — posing as
gious thriller in Rome — a charge tourists — took photos of all the
the Vatican said was purely a pub frescoes, floor mosaics and paint
ings of the tiny chapel where popes
licity stunt.
The film, which stars Tom are elected — until they were told
Hanks and is based on the best to stop, the film’s Web site says.
Angels &' 1lemons features Har
selling novel by Dan Brown, has its
vard symbologist Robert Langdon
world premiere Monday in Rome.
“Angels & Demons” combines of “The Da Vinci Code” fame,
an ancient secret brotherhood called played by Hanks in the movie. In
the Illuminati, a papal conclave and the film, the Vatican turns to Lang
a high-tech weapon threatening to don after the Illuminati kidnap four
cardinals considered front-runners
destroy the Vatican.
At a press conference Sunday, to be the next pope, and threaten to
Howard said he hadn’t sought co kill one an hour and then explode a
,
operation from the Vatican based bomb at the Vatican.
The Vatican spokesman, the
on the opposition he encountered
Rev.
Federico Lombardi, refused
filming “The Da Vinci Ciode,” an
other Brown novel that angered to comment on Howard’s allega
tions about church interference,
many Ciatholic leaders.
But he said the Vatican never saying his charges were purely de
theless e.xerted influence regard signed to drum up publicity for
ing his filming permits, and he was the film.
told It would not be possible even
Last summer, R om e’s diocese
to shoot scenes in Rome that had confirmed it had barred producers
churches in the background.
fiom filming inside two churdMj>_
“When you come to film in because the movie didn’t conforeà
Rome, the official statement to you to the church’s views.
is that the Vatican has no influence,”
In addition to Hanks, the film
he said. “Everything progressed stars Ewan McGregor as the camvery smoothly, but unofficially a erlengo, the prelate who
couple of days before we were to
start filming in several of our loca
tions, It was explained to us that
through back channels and so forth
that the Vatican had exerted some
influence.”
“Was I surprised? No. Am I a
little frustrated at times? Sure,” he
Nicole W infield

“There is not a regular cobble
takes care of matters dealing with during filming. His answer? Sim
stone,
there is not a straight step,
a papal death and runs the Vati ply running.
there is not an easy way to cross
can until a new pontiff is elected.
any street in all of the Eternal
Israeli-born actress Ayelet Zurer
City,” he s<iid. “Essen
plays Dr. Vittoria Vetra, a scien
tially death traps and
tist who helps Langdon crack the
rwasted ankles await
codes to save the cardinals.
you any time you
The 2006 film “The Da
try to go out for
Vinci Code” took in more
^
stroll.
than $750 million world
How we did
wide. It prompted calls for
not
come
boycotts by church leaders
out with shin
worldwide with the idea that
splints and
Jesus married and fathered
ace bandages
children and by depicting
around our
the conservative Catholic
limbs 1 will
movement. Opus Dei, as a
never ever
murderous cult.
know.
Reaction from church
“It must
have been
leaders to “Angels' &
divine in
Demons” has been more
tervention,”
muted, though one Ital
he
said.
ian bishop. Monsignor
Antonio Rosario Mennonna, said Saturday the
C'
t
film was “highly deni
grating, defamatory and
.■pc
ANDREW MEDICHIN
offensive” to the Catho
ASSOCIATED PRESS
lic Church, the ANSA
A
s
Actor Tom Hanks
news agency imported.
Mîi
poses in front of St.
At the press confer
Peter’s Basilica dur
ence, Haoks drew lauj^is
ing
the photo call for
when waf 'iBked what the
the World Premiere of
toughest stunt was
the movie “Angels &
Demons,” in Rome,
Sunday.
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Zachary Quinto (left) stars as Spock and Eric Bana (right) portrays Nero in scenes from “Star Trek.”

LOS ANGELES (AP) — J.J.
Abrams’ hugely anticipated summer
extravaganza “Star Trek” boldly goes
to the past within the distant fiiture of
the “Trek” universe, years ahead of the
TV series and the myriad movie's and
spin-orts it spawned.
And in doing so, he and his long
time collaborators, writers Roberto
Orci and Alex Kurtzman, change ev
erything you know, or tibsc*ss about, if
you’a* into this kind of thing, about
the kitschy pop-culture phenom
enon.
It’s a daring and exciting appmach
that’s sua‘ to tickle and provoke pur
ists, while at the same time pmbably
cause neophytes to feel a bit lost.
A nujor plot twist pops up which
includes the arrival of l.eonard Ninio\ aUnit h.ilt\vay through the film,
a twist th.it doesn’t exactly work and
tfom which the film never completely
a'covers.
1Living s.iid that, Abrams cle.irly
.limed to appeal to the bmadest pos
sible audience with this (.iizzling visu
al spectacle while also le.iving plenty
of Easter eggs for the h.ialcoa* fans

.t ..'
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‘Star Trek^ bold, but with some trouble
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to find, if there’s any social or politi
cal subtext, as in the original series, it’s
difficult to determine; this “Star Trek”
seems solely made to entertain. It’s an
absolutely gorgeous film with impec
cable production design, the lighting is
wondrous, almost heavenly and lovely,
tiny details frequently emerge frtim
within the larger, grander image's.
Abrams certiinly puts on a griod
show, between television’s “Lost” and
the 2(K)f> “Mission: Impossible” se
quel he dia'cted, thea'’s no question
the man knows how to stage an ac
tion sequence, and the opening gets
things off to a thrilling start. I le ef
ficiently and satisfringly presents the
back stones of the men who \v ill be
come C'apt.James I. Kirk (C'hris I'lne)
and the half-Vulcan, half-human Mr.
SfKick (Z.ich.iry C^uinto) and puts
them on a collision course with each
other, which ups the excitement level
early.
Kirk and Spock, you see, wea'ii’t
.ilways pals (> at least not in this a ‘visionist histoiy. This “Star Ta*k” pits
them as opposites aiul ailvers.iries until
thc7 must a'luctantly learn to frinction
side by side for the greater ginnl. Kirk
W.1S a brilliant young hotshot causing
trouble in riir.il Iowa, talented Ix'yond

his years but self-destructive nonethe
less; Spock was a brilliant young math
whiz whose mixed ethnic heritage
made him the target of Vulcan bullit's who were just xs geeky xs he was.
Pine gets the womanizing and the ego
of Kirk, but in a younger state there’s
also a likable boyish enthusiasm about
him; (^uinto, meanwhile, plays Sptxk
xs a little more tentative and k'ss Zenlike. But maybe that sense of inner
pe.ice conic's in time.
All that informs their interaction
once they join the StarHeet Academy
and ultimately climb aboard the shiny
U.S.S. Enterprise, which looks famil
iar but has been significantly updited
from 40 years ago. Among them aa‘
the usual c.ist of supporting characters:
C'ommuiiications tifricer Uhura (the
graceful Zoe Sakiin.i, who gets nioa’
to do than Nichelle Nicholls ever did
on TV); over-the-top Medical Of
ficer Leonard “Bones” McCkiy (Karl
Urlian, who gets to growl familiar
line's like:“l).inimit, man! I’m a dmtor, not a physicist!”); C'hief Engineer
Montgomer>’ “Scotty” Scott (Simon
IVgg in a lively bit of c.isting); a'liable
Helmsman Sulu ()ohn C!ho, showing
he can do much moa* than comedy)
and 17-yvar-old supergenius Cdiekov

(Anton Yelchin, doing an intention
ally cartoony Russian accent xs an
homage, even though he really is
Russian).
Their shared enemy is the angry
Romulan leader Nero (Eric Bana,
borrowing Mike Tyson’s elaborate fa
cial tattoos), whose sharp, spiky ship
a'sembles a malevolent version of
Gaudi’s Sagraila Faniilia. The source
of his vendetta against Spock, and the
entire Federation, is reve.iled as the
film progresses, and it’s a crucial part
of that distractingly perplexing twist
we mentioned e.irlier.
Either you’ll go with it or you
won’t. Reg.lrdk^s, b.ised on Abrams’
ambition and scope in ajuvenating
the franchise, it’s clear it still h.is plentv’
of nmni to live long and pmsper.
“Star Trek,” a Paramount Pictuic's
release, is rated P(i-L^ for sci-fi .iction
and violence and briefsexu.il content.
Running time: 127 minutes.Two and
a half stars out of four.

Bisexual
continuedJront page 5
joking, to the effect of knowing
I’m bi makes you uncomfortable
around me or uncomfortable hav
ing your girlfriend around me.
Maybe you think my gayness is
contagious and will rub off on you
or your girlfriend. Or maybe you
just think I’m attracted to every
woman I meet. I don’t know, but
for your sake, I don’t ask.
When we finally part w.ays and
you go back to reflect on our dis
cussion, you determine that I’m
a little defensive about the topic.
Sure, you admittedly had some
preconceived notions that turned
out to be wrong, but it’s not like
you were attacking me. And yeah,
you’ve got your own opinions
about me and my sexual orienta
tion now, but so what? It’s just one
person’s opinion, right? Opinions
can’t hurt people. You didn’t xsk,
but I’d still like to share with you
now what my mother said, word
for word, when I came out to her:
“Well,Jenna, it’s OK for you to
be a bisexual now, but once you
get married, your husband isn’t
going to tolerate that shit.”
Jenna Ray is an English senior and
Mustang Daily sex columnist.

Fall
continuedfrom page 5
coarse.
If not for the scattered, fliiating presentation of' events that
are not always chronological, the
novel is an entertaining read that
dives deep into a character’s inner
thoughts and feelings.
Noel is not the only character
telling the story, but instead he
adds one of many perspectives to
a tale of many side's.
It is easy to see tinly one view
point to an issue, but when the dif
ferent narratives come together the
whole picture is shown and defnK*s
every character intnKluced.

Palm Wednesday
7:00 and 9:00
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editor in chief Marlize van Rombur^h
managing editor Giana Magnoli
news editor Rachel G as
news designer Om ar Sanchez
wire editor Cassie Carlson
sports editor Scott Silvey
sports designer Kate Nickerson
online editor Lauren Rabaino
arts editor Emilie Egger
arts designer Milena Krayzbukh
copy editors Alex Kacik, Jennifer
Titcomb, BmehanYohe-Mellon Megan
HasslenTim Milter
head photographer Kosten Hays
photographers Nick Camacho,
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layout manager Andrew SantosJohnson
advertising coordinator Jessica
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write a letter
Mustang Daily reserves the right
to edit letters for grammar profanities
and length. Letters, commentaries and
cartoons do not represent the views of
the Mustang Daily Please limit length to
250 words. Letters should include the
writer's full name, phone number, major
and class standing. Letters must come
from a Cal Poly e-mail account. D o not
send lette'-s as an attachment Please
send the text in the bcxiy of the e-mail.

By e-m ail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.com
By mail:
Letters to the Editor
Building 26, Room 226
Cal Poly, S L Q C A 93407

corrections
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde
in publishing a daily newspaper for
the Cal Fbly campus and the neighbor
ing community W e appreciate your
readership and are thankful for your
careful reading. Please send your correc
tion suggestions to m ustangdaily@

gmail.com.

notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated
public forum." Student editors have full
authority to make all content decisions
without censorship or advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per, however the removal of more than
one copy of the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost of 50 cents per issue.
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"Why wouldn't you just give up if you
couldn't orgasm?"

G lad he^s com in g hom e,
b u t aw are o f w hat it m eans
May 14 will be the best clay of the year. No, it’s
not niy birthday and no, the administration didn’t
give us the day off to go to the beach. Actually for
almost everyone else it’s just another Thursday. For
me, however, the date marks the homecoming of
my dad after a year long tour of duty at Camp Vic
tory m Baghdad, Iraq.
I’m overjoyed by the idea of him being back on
American soil. His deployment has taught me to
value family and every moment I spend with them.
I’ve thought so many times of how 1 took a simple
“hey dad, how’s it going?’’ phone call for granted
before he was deployed. Now a two-minute 11:30
p.ni. call or e-mail is a treat.
Upon receiving his marching orders in January
2008 he was a little surpriseti but the call to duty
wasn’t totally unexpected because other Navy lo
gistics officers were also being activated; the sol
diers in the Army cciuldn’t do it by themselves
anymore.
Since the war started in 2003 some troops have
already served three tours in Iraq. According to the
New York Times, at least 197,000 have been sent to
Iraq more than c^iice and at least 53,000 have been
deployed three or more times.
My dad is a Navy CTmimander and before this
year hadn’t served active duty since 1992. He had
been deployed before but was excited to servew the
nation during wartime. His work in Baghdad was
spent mostly on base and not in combat. Elis focus
was on the Iraqi rransportation Network and the
goal was to have sheikhs form alliances and create
trucking companies to move U.S. cargo. According
to an article on Defense Link, the official Web site
for the U.S. Department of Defense, Iraq received
an economic boost and it took soldiers out of the
dangerous position of guarding low priority cargo
by creating these companies.
For my dad, traveling otV base meant wear
ing 50 pounds of body armor in 120
degree heat. His work took him
many places he never thought
he would go and some of
his experiences make me
about the tact that
someday, when
1 have chil
dren, he will
tell theni'war
stories just .is
my grandfa
thers told me
theirs.

One o f my dad’s favorite memories was flying
in a helicopter over the Iraq countryside and see
ing Iraqi children run out from their homes wav
ing. He said when soldiers travel the countryside
they carry extra water bottles and give them to the
Iraqis since water is such a precious commodity.
My dad has had the chance to see the Iraqi peo
ple firsthand and to talk with them about life in
their war torn country. He said that many of them
expressed great fear and hatred o f Saddam Hussein
when he was in power. One Iraqi told him that un
der Hussein’s reign, people who upset the govern
ment would be killed or simply disappear and that
he always wondered when Americans would come
to free them. When speaking with Iraqi truck driv
ers for his transportation project my dad said that
the overwhelming public opinion is that Iraq’s true
enemy is Iran.
(Tirrently, the violence seems to have calmed
down. “When I first got to Baghdad, you could
hear and feel explosions several times a d.ay. I was
fortunate that they were never close to me.’’ he
said. “ Now it is pretty infrequent. Many d.iys pass
w'ithout any explosions or gunshots heard except
from the practice range.’’
President Barack Obama announced his time
line for leaving Iraq in February: by August 2010
he wants most troops withdrawn and by December
31,201 1 he wants American forces removed from
the country.
The good news comes with some hesitation.
“ We are all glad that we are starting to pull out
but everyone is concerned that Iraq doesn’t fall in
chaos after we leave,’’ my dad said.
While I support President Barack Obama’s
plan for troop removal in Iraq I hope that all fac
tors have been considered and troops are not sent
home too soon. I would hate to see their progress
and hard work go to waste. According to
('N N .com , 4,283 Americans have
died in Iraq since 2003; I do
not want their efforts to
be for nothing.
Once
the
troops
leave
I hope the
country can
be self-suf
ficient and
n o u r ish
fro m
the help
A 111 e r I c a n
troops
h a v e

provided.
Over the
past year I
have become
more apprecia
tive of my free
doms and realize
just how lucky I am
to live in a democratic
country. Whether or not you
agree with the war, it is impor
tant to recognize the troops’
courageous efforts and support
them in every endeavor because
without them America would
not be the country it is today.
fenmfer Titcomh is a Journalism
and {graphic communications junior
and a Mustang Daily reporter and
copy editor.

ISICOMMBIIS
Let’s all listen to Jason folks. He
preaches that the government
will help you with aid. What he
neglects to mention is that the
money to do so has to come from
somewhere. Namely, the people.
What the heck do you think
taxes are for? Everything is then
redistributed and no one will get
ahead ... until the government
realizes that they have the people
by the balls and seek dictator
ship! When they have control of
every aspect of your lives, you will
cry and complain but it will be
too late. (Tne only needs to read
“ 1984,’’ the government controls
all aspects of life and the people
worship Big Brother. Perfect
example o f what happens when
government grows out of control.
Robert
Response to other comments on
“Republican camp dwindling as mod
erates walk to Denis"
—

Jeremy, your column never fails
to reek of white male privilege
and naive youth. It also never fails
to lack empathy for those not
born in your diamond-soled shoes
(white, male and with the back
ground to obtain and the means
to afford a college education).You
forget that in order to work for
free or for next to nothing at an
internship or to attend college, a
person must be in a financial posi
tion to do so. While I have known
some who have sacrificed secure
housing and three meals a day to
do this, most of us could not do it
with out the help of our parents
or the government (i.e. other
people’s tax dollars).
—

A nonym ous

Response to Minimum wage hlatently ignores non-monetary henetits
of work"

Marlize, you have failed to address
many other issues of piracy. You
really missed how the labels and
their executives were unable to
help transform the industry into
the digital direction, even though
these executives had been con
stantly advised by experts who
warned that piracy would run
“rampant’’ as you said if they did
not accommodate the needs of
the consumers. Until recently, the
only way to get digital files of
songs and CDs was to physically
rip them, which many found to
be inconvenient, so the consum
ers turned to more accessible
means. And with services like
iTunes, which up until recently
only offered low-quality bit rates,
it’s no wonder that music is being
pirated. We are now entering an
age not bound to the physical
media formats. On a side note.
The Pirate Bay does not host any
files and has not committed any
crimes, the only reason they were
found guilty was because of a
rigged court case. You might want
to read into that.
—

B ra n d o n

Response to "Respect talent: don’t
steal your entertainment”
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Find your niche
in the scheme of green

A shout out
to the single
moms

I t)nce saw a coniinercial that said m oth
ers were superheroes and had special powers.
I don’t remember what the ad was tor but
I think It is true of all parents, particularly
single parents.
The older 1 get, the more I realize how
good I’ve got it as far as my mother is con
cerned. I don’t know what has brought about
this sudden awareness; maybe the fact that
1 am about to graduate and enter the real
world. O r that one of my best friends has a
1-year-old child and 1 see how hard it is to
be a single parent.
Political commentator and right-wing,
quick to judge author Ann Cxnilter would
beg to ditVer, but in my opinion, good single
parents are the unsung superheroes of the
world, dawning capes of responsibility with
little support or recognition from society.
While other superheroes lift buildings with
their super strength, single parents carry a
work load intended for two people. They
fight olTevery villain that anyone else throws
at their kid.They cruise around in a minivan
instead o f the liatmobile.
How do I know this? I was raised by one.
Some parents choose to go it alone if their
parenting counterpart is not up to par. Mine
developed her superpowers when she was
widowed at 40 and I was five.
They say that when people lose one o f
their senses, the other four become stronger,
like the blind superhero daredevil. This also
rings true for my mom. When my dad died,
my mom, who was already a good parent,
had to be even better.
Coulter will be the first to tell you that
statistics show that girls who have lost a fa
ther tend to be se.xually promiscuous and are
likely to end up divorced. So if my morn and
I were going to get through this motherdaughter relationship alive, she was going to
have to be on her game.
My friend. Coulter, who essentially blames
the demise o f society on single mothers, ex
cludes women whose husbands have died.
“The 6.5 percent of single mothers whose
husbands have died shouldn’t be called ‘sin
gle mothers’ at all. We already have a word
for them: widows. Their children do just fine
compared with the children of married par
ents,’’ she said in her book “(niilty: Liberal
Victims and Their Assault on America.’’
Well thanks, Ann, good to know that my
mother is excused because she didn’t divorce
my dad or have me out of wedlock. Hut that

V\^Ux/(t/utízr hh

doesn’t mean she didn’t raise me by herself,
alone, single handedly. And 1 wonder what
makes the child of a widow any less screwed
up then that of a divorced or single woman?
C’oulter also states in her book that "as
a society, we need to understand: staying in
marriage, even a bad marriage, is better for
the children except in the most egregious
cases because single parents, even conscien
tious, well-meaning single parents, generally
don’t do as good a job raising their children
as two parent families.’’
Regardless of what her statistics say, this is
quite the statement coming from a woman
who has never been married and has no chil
dren.
Single parents are often stereotyped by
women like C'oulter as being flaky and ir
responsible. What is this based on? CTiulter’s
high and mighty Kepublican values? You can
be a bad parent no matter what your mari
tal status is or which political party you af
filiate with. And those who are raising their
children alone, whether it be by choice or
circumstance, have it twice as hard as the av
erage parent.
My mother has found that people are
quick to judge and then curious to find out
why she is raising a child alone. They always
assume divorce, rather than death, and seem
almost relieved to find out that she was wid
owed.
Like I mentioned earlier, I have been
thinking about how good I’ve had it. After
my dad’s death I think my mom seriously
contemplated climbing into a martini glass
and drowning herself. Hut instead she poured
herself into making sure I was all right.
It’s weird to think that I could have had a
mother who had as many dates as her daugh
ter, or drank like it was her job, but I don’t.
The only man that could fill my dad’s place
in her heart would literally have to be Super
man. And although my mom has a career in
counseling and education, her main job was
me and making sure I was OK.
Statistics may show that their children are
at a disadvantage, and while their contribu
tion isn’t as obvious as saving the world from
mass destruction, single parents are doing .
their part to make the world a better place,
one kid at a time. And in the real world, that’s
what matter..
lirid^ci I t'ltri is a jounutlism senior and a Mns/ani! Daily reporter.
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Aspiring profes>ionals seeking sus
tainability careers have a veritable blank
slate before them, a reality that can in
spire more confusion than confidence
in even the most seasisned intern. The
prospect of entering .i burgeoning field
with the potential to save the world is
certainly attractive, but the path to prof
itable green business can be elusive.
C^uestions I usually hear include,“ ! want
a green career, but which one?” Or more
urgently, “ 1low do I figure out how to
m.ike iiuiney?’’
These inspired people have been
bitten by the green bug. This bite can
inject such unbridled enthusiasm into
the bloodstream that it befuddles the
brain. How does one gain enough clar
ity amidst the confusion to find a niche?
How and to what exactly does the aspir
ing eco-preneur apply sustainability?
As I’ve found out, more and more
students here at ('al Holy are demanding
that their university provide them with
the skills they will need to help build a
better world. They are realizing that in
order to have the knowledge and tools
for the jobs they want in the 21st century,
they’re going to have to integrate ideas
of sustainability, ecology and social
justice into whatever
field they pursue.
From business to
biology, tradition
al fields of study
are
transforming
to give students who
WMiit to make a dif
ference the knowl
edge they’ll need to
become part o f the
sustainability revo
lution. Hut this revolu
tion is not like the ones that came before.
It will not be characterized by weapons
or singular voices, but wdth knowledge
and cohesiveness; with educated agents
of change, ready to fill the niches of the
bright green revolution.
If you plan to someday run a compa
ny, particularly a products-oriented en
terprise, roadmaps exist to guide you in
going green. Methodologies such as The
Natural Step provide a framework to in
tegrate sustainability into every aspect of
your business. However, if you are study
ing information technology engineering
or even public relations, you need to be
more innovative.
Sustainability is nut merely in the
output. For every finished green prod
uct, there are hundreds o f processes be
hind the production, packaging, distri
bution, and marketing o f that product.
The demand for sustainable services is
rapidly increasing in every sector. A
company that engages in sustainability
reporting using a framework such as the
Global Reporting Initiative will be care
ful to scrutinize its suppliers upstream
and downstream. Thousands o f compa
nies worldwide, including hundreds in
the United States alone, seek sustainable
suppliers and services professionals. This
IS the space that screams for green in
novations.
IT and consulting services profes
sionals can tap into tremendous oppor
tunities by addressing the challenges that
sustainability presents to various indus
tries. Peveloping a concept for a data
management system focused on a sus
tainable supply chain may not be as sexy
as designing the latest electric sports car,
but it is no less relevant in the scheme
o f green. In fact, discourse over environ
mental IT solutions has reached a critical
mass, warranting its own news site, pro

diiced by GreeiiHiz. (ireener(^)iiipiitiiig.com.
Shallow sustainability focuses mere
ly on the production and sale of green
products.
Sophisticated
sustainabil
ity strategies rely on systems thinking,
where every aspect of a process has the
ability to affect every other aspect. What
distinguishes whole-systems thinking is
a keen awareness of the importance of
interconnections, relationships, conse
quences and feedback loops. It involves
a willingness to consider all significant
aspects of an issue, and not to jump to
appealing (but usually wrong) simplifica
tions. Within this context, everyone can
find a part to play in green business, even
you accounting majors out there.
Steve jobs said it best during his com
mencement speech at Stanford, “You’ve
got to find what you love.’’This becomes
easier when you actually know what you
like. You may love the idea of green busi
ness, but if you don’t like sales, then be
coming a green retailer may not bring
you happiness or success.
Anyone with a successful career has at
some point taken an inventory of
their skills and interests and
funneled them into a posi
tion that pays. Turn what
you are merely good at
into a career
you love by
finding a
way inte
grate sus
tainability
into your
area o f expertise.
So answer these
questions:
-W hat do you love to do that
you’re also good at?
-W hat type of work environment is
best for you (individual consulting firm,
large company, etc.)?
-W hat industry do you have the
greatest atTmity?
Make a diagram of these relationships
and consider how you might fit into the
sustainability movement. Do informa
tional interviews and ask people where
your skills might be of value. And ask
each person you interview to suggest
2-3 other people.
This IS a process of self-discovery but
it is well worth the time. When you find
a way to express your deepest values m
your work, you have a calling, not just
a job.
Warning: It’s addictive. It may force
you to make big changes in your life!
Research. Hramstorm. Develop your
ideas. Once you have something that re
sembles a workable concept, conduct a
feasibility study. Let your potential future
clients be your guide. Hefore you know
it, they will become co-creators in the
process.The result could be a pioneering
breakthrough or a proprietary tool that
you can market to an entire industry.
Sustainability offers opportunities for
future professionals from every disci
pline. Nobody has the market cornered
on anything. If you could be sure the
best applications for sustainability hadn’t
yet been discovered, would that knowl
edge grant ytui the freedom to at least
try? If you stay persistent in your pas
sion, you’ll find your niche and m.iybe
even the next great idea. Now get to the
drawing board. What in the world are
you waiting for?
lien Eckold is a husiness senior, the former
president o f the Empower Poly Coalition and
a Miistani^ Daily columnist.
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Housing

Announcements

VIDKO KDITOR Hver cut your own movie? Looking for a video editor
to support the development of multimedia marketing tools as needed.
You'll work with a Creative Director on shotUs of alumni, currently
enrolled students and faculty members. You'll shoot and edit footage for
different marketing campaigns. Pay starts at S'i/hr. Our audiences number
over
jx'ople a year and our team has spawned graduates immediately
ready to enter the industry with professional portfolios. Kmail ecomsCa'
calpoly.edu for an interview or questions.

Flash Designer Needed-Hash
designer experienced in Flash/
Photoshop/lllustrator foi Cal Poly
Admissions Office. Email
ecomsfe’calpoly.edu for interview
or questions.

2 rooms available 4 rent in
Morro Bay home 5(X) each +depositcall 805-215-3653

Laptop Repair
www.laptoprepair.com
Student Di.scount, Fast Turnaround
(818)973-1066

L. A. Sum m er Day Camps
C'ounselors, lifeguards & much more, www.daycampjobs.com

NOW IS TH F TIM E TO BUY A
HOUSE Take Advantage of Huge
Discounts and Historically Low
Mortgage Rates. Free List of SLO
Houses/ Condos for Sale.
Steve slohomes .com
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990

Houses for Sale

DA\ CAMPSKKKS Sl'M.MKR STAFF. San Fernando and Conejo
\alleys. $3275-3500+ (88S)7S4-CAM1* www.workalcamp.com

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

Student share, very nice home in
Atascadero, 2 rms avail. $5(K)+util.
NP, NS. 805.698.4558

PLEASE RETURN MY BIKE!
Giant brand S sized black bike
with black rack on the back was
mistakenly taken from a house off
Hathaway Ave. Please return it to
where you found it or call me w/
any info. REWARD if you would
like one. It was the only Christmas
present my parents could afford...
(408) 348-4853

Rooms for Rent 2 rooms
available 4 rent in Santa Maria.
$500 each + dep, all utilities
included. Call/ text Freddie @
(805)268-0942 for more info.
MUSTANG MINI ADS: Contact
your ad rep at 756-1143 to place
one today!
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LAVERNE

See our full ad
in the arts section

www.laverne.edu
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m WANT TO PRINT YOUR SHIRTS!

ACON

iß m m

Bring your idea, we'li make it happen.
12 or 200 - get shirts fast and hassle free!

jcarroil.com
Screen Printing & Embroidery

Girls & Sports

luur. muss.uje.j'iUtuL.wuuH^.LiJt^ tmabiuiiiti

595-1000

We're not just shirts!
Hats, polos, jackets..
Check out our website!

1040 Court St & 1907 Broad St
Son Luis O b isp o , C A 93401
805.781.6188 salonlux.com

email questions to:

aprili^jcarroll.com

by Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein
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NICE, NON I DONT THINK SHE’LL
LAST NIGHT I
E-MAIL. THOUGH
MET A CUTE
THE BALL’S
GII?L AND GAVE IN HER COURT
HER MY E-MAIL
WHY NOT?

*^HE’S EITHER
TOO NERVOUS
OR THINKS
I^ M A LOSER

YOU REALLY
THINK YOU’RE
CAPABLE OF
MAKING A GIRL
NERVOUS?

ARE YOU
CALLING ME
A LOSER?

it
How the (irin ch

^'iuir* r f ^
\
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Cinco À-e

5 u do|ku

S h e iC c tu i J o r k S i m c 9

C’rossword

Across

32 "Young Indian
brave" in a 1960
Johnny Preston
»1 hit

1 Internet address
starter
5 Shoe part

36 Even up

9 Shoe mark

37 Arguing loudly

14 Where Donegal
Bay IS

30 Abbr in a help
wanted ad

15 Declare frankly

39 Essen's region

16 “The Yankee
Years" co-wnter

40 "Kid-tested,
motherapproved" cereal

17 Word after “ppd ’
on a sports page

41 Least acceptable
amount

18 Like a 1943
copper penny

45 Prefix with
tounsm

19 Desilu cx)founder
20 Bitter-tasting
vegetable

46 ResistarKe units
47 Unit of RAM, for
short

23 Steps
nonchalantly

48 Actress Bullock

24 Common
commemorative
Items
28 Mobile s state
Abbr

50 Morphine and
codeine, for two
54 Country singer
w ith

a hit

29 Garfield’s foil

57 Dwelt

31 The Eiger, for
one

60

S itco m

& Chandon
Champagne
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No. 0331
to

61 Village Voice
award
62 Baja buddy
63 Munich Mrs
64 Make out
65 More than a
twitch
66 Macy s
department
67 S&L offerings

12

© P u z z le s b y Papp<x:om

13

■36

V'l

Down
1 Rosemary and
thyme
2 Pnneess' topper
3 The Dixie Chicks
and the Dixie
Cups
4 Strong liking
5 T h e Human
Comedy"
novelist William
6 Cameo shapes
7 Actress Loughlin
of '‘90210"
8 Vessel by a
basin
9 Less likely to
collapse
10 Jazzman Chick
11 Subiect of a
Keats ode
12 Monk's title
13 Shnner's topper
21 Colombian city
22 Samoan port
25 10-year-old
Oscar winner
O'Neal
26 Peace Nobelist
Root
27
whale
29 Slender
woodwinds
30 Consider
32 Landscapers'
tools

jr

11

42

45

J

48

57

58

■54

59

Puzzi« by Allan E. Parrish

33 City in New
York's Mohawk
Valley
34 “Frost/......
2008 nominee
tor Best Picture
35 Listerine target
39 Tubular pasta
41 Yawn inducer
42 Melville s
obsessed whaler

1 Driving force
Deutschland
denial
49 Bottom-of-thebarrel stuff
50 Great blue
expanse

53 Is in the market
for
55 Like most car
radios
56 Oliver Twist's
request
57
Cruces,
N M.

River of Rome

58 Handful for a
baby sitter

Author Jong

59 Itinerary word

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656. Si 49 a minute: or. with a rmriif
card. 1-800-814-5554,
Annual subscriptions are available tor the best of Sunday
crosswords from the fast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nylimes com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions Today s puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles, nyiimes.com/crosswords (S39 95 a year)
Share tips nytimes com/wordplay
Crosswords for young solvers: nylimes,com/learning/'xwords.
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men's p f l i f

Gonzalez qualifies
for second NCAA
W estern Regionals
Gonzalez qualified for the region
als as a freshman in 2007 at Arizona
C'.il Poly junior goiter Cieott Cion- State’s Karsten CiolfC'ourse iiiTempe
zalez will make his second appear and finished tied for 33rd place with
ance at the NCAA Division I West a four-under-par 212 total.
Regional beginning May 14.
1le has had his share of success this
The regional, held at the Lake season particularly towards the end of
Merced Ciolt'Cdub in Daly C'ity, will the year, (ionzalez posted four top 10
include 1.^ teams and 10 individuals finishes in his last four tournanients
not on those teams.
of the regular season this spring.
1 he low live teams and
He won the Anteater
the low individual not on
Invitational hosted by
those teams will advance
U(] Irvine and finished
to ihe finals.
tied for first place in the
Teams in the regional
(dll Poly Intercollegiate
include IhgWest Clonferat ('ypress Ridge Golf
ence champion UC Davis
(dnirse, losing in a play
and runner-up U(" Irvine.
off.
U (' 1)avis beat UC Irvine
(ionzalez
averaged
by seven strokes for the
71.9 strokes o\er 23
Ihg West title last month
rounds with five top 10
Geoff G on zalez
at the San Luis Obispo
finishes and 13 rounds of
Country (dub. The Cal
par or better this season.
Poly men’s golf team finished in sev His career average of 72.57 strokes
enth place.
per round is second to Mustang ca
Six 54-hole regional tournanients reer record-holder Travii Hertoni
will be conducted with the winners (71.70).
competing in the 2000 NCAA Di
(ionzalez’ teammate Stephanie
vision I Men’s (iolf Cdiampionships Yocum won the Ihg West Confer
on May 20 at the Inverness (dub in ence’s Individual championship last
Tiiledo, Ohio.
week.
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Fourteen
co n titiu ed fro m pa^e 12

working.
“ It has been nice to be able
to not rely on one or two people
and have really all 14 come up
w ith the big play,’’ (iondon s.nd
in the press conference.
Hut with a small team there
is the potential to ruin team
chemistry when there is dissen
sion in the ranks, (iondon said.
Hut that hasn’t been the case.
“We all know' each other’s
strengths and weaknesses; we
know each other enough on a
personal basis that we can pick
each other up,’’ (iahn said.
Yet, with the top spot in the
conference and top 25 in the
nation, the Mustangs have a
target on their backs, ('ondon
said.
“ It’s a great honor to get na
tional recognition and finally
be a top team,” she said in the

press conference.
Yet, it w.is a little easier to be
the underdog because now they
have 1 little more pressure on
them, she added.
The Mustangs control their
own destiny and can win the Hig

West (Yniference championship
with a sweep at U (' Riverside
this weekend.
“ We have the potential to go
to Oklahoma ( jty ... I his is the
most special team I have ever
coached,” (!ondon said.

March Special
at
a v iia W ach

ACmAI
BLACKLAKE

- GOLF - GOLF INSTRUCTION - & RANG E B A LLS Everyday for ONLY

$39
per month
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Present this ad to receive the special Golf C.A.R.E.
offer at Avila Beach or Blacklake Golf Resorts.
This offer valid through May 31,2009
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THIS WEEK IN MUSTANG ATHLETICS
BASEBALL
VS. CAL STATE FULLERTON
FRIDAY 6:00PM
SATURDAY 6:00PM
SUNDAY 1:00PM **
BAGGEH STADIUM
• * Jersey Day and Post-game
base running with the Mus
tangs • M youth, 13 and
under, receive free admission
by wearing a Jersey to the
game and all fans can Join the
Mustangs following the game
to run the bases of Baggett
Stadium!

n j Mauldin
Livermore, CA

Ki/an Lee
A/fos, CA

WE ARE THE MUSTANGS

09,

m ustangdaily.net
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Fourteen? Not a problem
m
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The Cal Poly softball team, shown above, has a roster half the size of most national powerhouses.
Alex Kacik
MISIAN(. DAIIY

(^ll Poly softball has put up
some impressive numbers this sea
son: No. 21 in the nation, lH-1 at
home, first in the Ib^West (am fer-

eiiee, not to mention a Big Westleading .30.^ team batting average,
.413 team slugging percentage and
1.72 team ERA. Here’s another
number to p o n d er— 14.
rhe Mustangs have achieved
all this while boasting a mere 14-

player roster. Yet, head coach Jenny
Clondon sees it as a blessing in disguise.
“ It benefits the phiyers; there is
a lot more one-on-one and itidividiial (coaching) with each phiyer;
in the long run they will see these

benefits," she said.
There is no doubt that the play
ers have seen those benefits on and
off the field. I'he tight-knit squad
uses its te.mi chemistry to outlast
its opponents.
“There aren’t a lot of us com
pared to most other schools,” Cal
Poly first baseman Krysten Clary
said during last Monday’s press
conterence, who leads the league
in home runs (14) and slugging
percentage (.6i)4). “We have faith
in each other; if one player gets
hurt we know as a team we can
succeed. That’s what we did all fall
was build each other’s trust.”
It’s the upperclassmen that set
the tone for the Mustangs. Sopho
more left-hander Anna Calm ini
tially had trouble adjusting to the
responsibility of being one o f the
two pitchers and throwing every
other game, but has since learned
to trust her teammates and herself,
she said.
“ It was a little worrisome, but
once 1 let it go and realized that
everyone had my back (I was fine),”
said Calm, who became Cal Poly’s
single-season victories leader (25)
and total innings leader (21‘>.2).
“ 1 feel that everybody has really
focused on ourselves a lot better
and have not been focusing on the
other diigout."

NCAA TOP 25
TE A M
1 Florida (30)
2 UCLA
3 Stanford
4 Washington
5 Alabama
6 Arizona State
7 Arizona
8 Georgia
9 Michigan
10 Oklahoma
11 Ohio State
12 Northwestern
13 California
14 Missouri
15 North Carolina
16 Tennessee
17 Rorida State
18 Louisville
19 DePaul
20 LSU
21 Cal F>oly
22 Louisiana-Lafayette
23 Georgia Tech
24 UM ass
25 Iowa

49-3
35-8
4 1-6
35-9
4 3 -8
37-11
37-11
36-9
34-9
37-13
38-7
28-11
3 2 -1 5
41-8
2 8 -1 1
37-13-1
3 8 -1 3
43-7
3 4 -1 0
30-14-1
3 6 -1 0
3 5 -1 0
3 8 -1 3
29-7
38-11

Chmdon takes advantage of her
team’s versatility by switching up
the lineup and moving pl.iyers
around the field. T his ni.iy trans
late into taking some extra Hy balls
or grounders, but it seems to be
.see Fourteen, page 11

Cal Poly set to battle Trojans again
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Earlier this year, the (,al Poly
baseball team defeated Southern
C'aliforma for the first time in 34
years. Tonight the Mustangs are
looking to make it two in a row.
C'al Poly (32-12) will visit CISC'
at 7 p.in. in Dedeaux Field in a
non-conference game that could
have postseason implications for
the Mustangs.
While they moved up one slot
to No. 12 in the Baseball America
Top 25 poll. Cal Poly is not guar
anteed a postseason spot in the
NCAA Regionals.
The Trojans have one of the
richest histories in college baseball,
sporting 12 national champion
ship banners and 21 College World
Series appearances. USC has pro
duced 96 major league players and
owns a commanding 18-4 all-time
series advantage over C'al Poly.
Junior first baseman Adam Buschini broke a 4-4 tie in the seventh
inning with a two-run single to
help the Mustangs beat USC on
March 31 at Baggett Stadium.
If C'al Poly is to have a repeat
performance against the Trojans it
will have to do so without one of
its most talented young players.
Freshman second baseman Matt
Jensen was injured in a collision
over the weekend and is expected

to miss up to six weeks. Barring
a long run through the regionals,
Jensen is likely to miss the rest of
the season.
“ It’ll have a pretty big im
pact on us,” Mustangs head coach
Larry Lee said of Jensen’s absence.
“Adam Buschini is very confident
about playing second base there but
somewhere along the line you have
to take a bat out of the lineup.”
The Mustangs have been riddled
with injuries this season as multiple
players have missed chunks of time
including Wes Dorrell, Buschini
and Ross Brayton.
“ It’s been a strange year — we’ve
had a lot of injuries, a lot of illness
es and we’ve weathered the storm,”
Lee said. “But now we’re pKiying
some really strong competition in
the likes of Fullerton, Long Beach
and Riverside.”
The Mustangs will host No. 8
Cal State Fullerton this weekend in
a three-game series that could go a
long way in determining whether
Cal Poly is invited to the postsea
son for the first time in its Division
I history.
Despite the big conference
matchup looming, Lee said his team
won’t overlook the Trojans.
“O ur guys will enjoy playing at
USC,” Lee said.“It’s just a matter of
pitching well enough to give us a
chance to win in the late innings.”
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CàU Poly outfielder Ryan Lee slide.s into third base during the Mustangs’ 7*4 win oser San Francisco on Sunday.

